Best Paper Writing Service in 2019
All companies, small firms, individual entrepreneurs of different varieties must have their own
website. Well, or a blog on a social network at least. And on any site, blog, etc. For better progress,
there must be texts. And who will write these texts? Not the director of the company. Typically,
texts are ordered from people who are specially engaged in creating texts professionally - from
copywriters. And they get paid for it, yes.
The amount of payment depends, first of all, on the complexity of the task and on, in fact, the level
of skill of the copywriter himself.
Let's see what types of text-writing work are on the Internet and how much they pay for it.
Earnings on the texts. Writing reviews
The simplest text you can be paid for is a review.
When you buy a particular product, course, etc., do you monitor reviews on the network?
Earnings on the texts
Some novice entrepreneurs want their products to buy. And to increase confidence in their product,
they order reviews from ordinary people. So that buyers come, see positive reviews and boldly
make a purchase.

Why is writing a review the easiest?
Because the requirements are minimal. You do not have to be literate, you do not have to write in
Pushkin’s language and generally pretend to be literary. You just need to praise the goods in your
own words, as you can. The volume of such texts, as a rule, is not large, no one checks the
uniqueness. There is a review - and thank God!

How much do they pay for it?
Because writing a review is a very simple matter, then they pay a penny for it. From a few rubles to
several tens of rubles. Of course, if you are a famous blogger and you are read by millions, then a
tidy sum will be paid for your review. But this is a completely different story. Beginners are paid
little, sparingly, so it’s hard to call it full-time earnings. So, a little side job.
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